INTRODUCTION
For 25 years, the theory of plate tectonics has provided the framework for simply and comprehensively describing the large-scale horizontal motions of the surface of the solid Earth. Plate tectonics has been and continues to be useful because of its predictive capabilities. The geometrical precision and rigour provided by the assumption of plate rigidity, combined with accurately navigated magnetic and bathymetric surveys, allows horizontal displacements to be determined accurately over most of Earth's surface. Many of the most important problems today, however, are in examining the limits of plate tectonics and in discovering the ways in which the original theory must be modified. Increasingly rigorous tests of plate tectonics have identified some oceanic regions in which the model of rigid plates separated by narrow plate boundaries breaks down. The largest of these regions is in the equatorial Indian Ocean, which has been cited many times as the type example of oceanic 'intraplate' deformation ( Fig. 1) .
Much evidence suggests that a wide zone of nearequatorial lithosphere between the Central Indian Ridge and the Sumatra Trench is deforming. Evidence includes thrust faulting and undulations of the basement revealed by reflection seismic profiling (Curray & Moore 1971; Eittreim & Ewing 1972; Weissel, Anderson & Geller 1980; Geller, Weissel & Anderson 1983; Curray & Munasinghe 1989; Bull 1990; Bull & Scrutton 1990; Chamot-Rooke ef al. 1993) , h e a t e d gravity and geoid anomalies that accompany the basement undulations (Weissel ef al. 1980; McAdoo & Sandwell 1985; Haxby 1987; Zuber 1987) , and large earthquakes along and near Ninetyeast Ridge, between Ninetyeast Ridge and Chagos-Laccadive Ridge in the southern Bay of Bengal and Ceylon Abyssal Plain, and near and along the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge (Gutenberg & Richter 1954; Sykes 1970; Stein & Okal 1978; Wiens & Stein 1984; Bergman, Nabelek & Solomon 1984; Bergman & Solomon 1985; Wiens 1986; Petroy & Wiens 1989) . Global plate motion models published in 1978 (Chase 1978; Minster & Jordan 1978) were unable to fit the plate motion data along the three boundaries that meet at the Rodriguez triple junction. Minster & Jordan (1978) attributed the nonclosure of this plate motion circuit to possible intraplate deformation or a diffuse plate boundary along the Ninetyeast Ridge and possibly continuing southward to the Southeast Indian Ridge.
Understanding this deforming zone is important. Significant distributed deformation in oceanic lithosphere is rare. Thus, this region is the largest of few that contain information (other than a lower bound) on the strength of oceanic lithosphere. It is also the largest of few that can be compared with the many wide deforming zones on the continents. The deformation in this zone seems surely connected with the great uplift of the Tibetan plateau and the Himalayan mountains. The processes and evolution of the equatorial deforming zone may provide insights into processes and evolution of the plateau and mountains.
Whether this deforming zone represents intraplate deformation or a wide plate boundary is also important. If it is intraplate deformation, the high deformation rates would imply that the predictions of plate tectonics are very uncertain. In any event, the existence of this deforming zone conflicts with the widely held belief that oceanic lithosphere is composed of rigid plates separated only by narrow boundaries.
In the original model for the plate geometry of the Indian Ocean (Wilson 1965; Chase 1978; Minster & Jordan 1978) , India and Australia were hypothesized to be on the same plate, the Indo-Australian plate, which was separated on the west from the Arabian plate by the Owen fracture zone. In 1985 we and our colleagues proposed a new Indian Ocean plate geometry in which India and Australia lie on distinct plates separated by a wide E-W striking plate boundary in the equatorial Indian Ocean (Wiens et af. 1985) . In a series of papers we showed that this model, with some modifications, was successful in several ways. All available plate motion data from the Indian Ocean are consistent with a five-plate model consisting of the African, Antarctic, Arabian, Australian and Indian plates. Moreover, the motion between India and Australia predicted from the rigid-plate model, although highly uncertain, agrees well with independent data that indicate the orientation of deformation in the wide plate boundary, the key observations being N-S to NW-SE shortening in the deforming belt east of the pole of rotation, and N-S stretching in the deforming belt west of the pole of rotation. The region near the pole is expected to deform very slowly; the absence of observable deformation is consistent with this expectation. Because of the consistency with plate motion data, the explanatory and predictive power of the model, and the quantification attained, these results strongly suggest that it is more useful to treat this deforming zone as a wide plate boundary rather than as a zone of intraplate deformation (DeMets, Gordon & Argus 1988; .
In our prior studies we tried to do as much as was possible with available data. A strong limitation on what could be accomplished was the paucity of magnetic profiles along the northern Central Indian Ridge and eastern Carlsberg Ridge, with very few profiles lying between 4"N and 15"s. Many of the profiles available outside of this zone were collected at Aeromagnetic Profiles high angles to plate-motion flow lines and thus crossed fracture zones; many profiles, especially those across the Carlsberg Ridge, were collected before the widespread use of satellite navigation.
To remedy the lack of useful plate motion data along much of the Central Indian and Carlsberg ridges, we conducted an aeromagnetic survey between 18.5"s and 3.5"N, and between 60"E and 72"E, encompassing nearly the entire 2200 km of the most sparsely surveyed section of the ridge (Figs 1 and 2 ). We also examined over 100 archived cruises and found that more than 40 of them provide useful supplemental data. Here we report on these data and use the near-ridge portions of the new profiles to estimate new spreading rates, which in turn are used to test our prior models more rigorously and to narrow the uncertainty on estimated parameters. We also use the results of a recent GLORIA survey of part of the Central Indian Ridge (Parson et al. 1993 ) to estimate transform azimuths and their uncertainties.
We investigate the following questions. Are the new data from the Carlsberg and Central Indian ridges inconsistent with motion between an assumed-rigid African plate and an assumed-rigid Indo-Australian plate, as previously concluded from sparser data? If so, are the data consistent with the existence of two rigid plates, the Indian plate and the Australian plate, lying to the east and north-east of the Central Indian and Carlsberg ridges and moving relative to an assumed-rigid African plate? If so, where does the boundary between the Indian and Australian plates intersect the Central Indian or Carlsberg ridge, and how wide is the boundary? Are the observations consistent with a narrow boundary between India and Australia? If it is not narrow, but wide, how is deformation accommodated and what structures take up the deformation? Are the independently observed indicators of the orientation and rate of deformation within the near-equatorial deforming zone consistent with the motion predicted between the assumedrigid Indian and Australian plates?
In this paper, we describe the motion between a pair of plates by an angular velocity, which is a vector. It is commonly described either by its three Cartesian components or by its latitude, longitude and rotation rate. We refer to its orientation as a pole of rotation, which is most conveniently specified by its latitude and longitude. An angular velocity derived only from data along a single plate boundary is termed a best-fitting angular velocity, whereas an angular velocity (for the same plate pair) derived only from data from all other relevant plate boundaries is termed a closure-fitting angular velocity (Minster et al. 1974; Minster & Jordan 1984) . When an angular velocity is calculated subject to the constraint of plate circuit closure, it is termed a closure-enforced angular velocity, and in the case of enforcement of closure about a three-plate circuit, it is sometimes referred to as a three-plate angular velocity. Herein we take the Carlsberg Ridge to be that part of the mid-ocean ridge system that lies east-south-east of the Owen transform fault but north and north-west of about 2"S, 68"E. We take the Central Indian Ridge to be that part of the mid-ocean ridge system that lies south of 2"s and north of the Rodriguez triple junction. For consistency with our prior work in the Indian Ocean and with spreading rates used in the NUVEL-1 global plate motion model (DeMets et al.
AEROMAGNETIC SURVEY

Survey design and data acquisition
Most of our flight time was devoted to 35 long flight lines consisting of 39 flight segments each up to 1592 km long.
Together these sum to 37 500 km of profile. The flight lines were designed to be parallel to known fracture-zone strikes and synthetic plate-motion flow lines. Our results and interpretation indicate that these lines sample magnetic anomalies in 24 distinct fracture zone corridors between 18.5"s and 3.3"N ( Fig. 2) . That we have identified long correlatable sequences of anomalies for nearly all the new long profiles suggests that we rarely crossed fracture zones or pseudo-faults, a conclusion that is further corroborated by tectonic interpretations of high-resolution altimetry data (P. Vogt, unpublished chart). Eighteen -580 km long profiles spaced 8 km apart and totalling 10 408 km in length were flown to obtain higher resolution data in the vicinity of the Vema transform fault (Fig. 2) . These 18 closely spaced lines plus the 39 flight segments composing the 35 long flight lines add up to a total of 47908km of new aeromagnetic track, shown in Fig. 2 . The data were collected during 14 flights on a Naval Research Laboratory P-3 Orion between 1990 April 24 and 1990 May 21. The P-3 Orion is a 117 foot long, four turbo-propeller aeroplane that is capable of extended flights exceeding 3200 km. Each flight started and ended at Diego Garcia Naval Air Base (Fig. 3 ) and typically lasted 10-11 hr. Flight altitudes were 300 to 900 m above the sea surface and were varied in response to the local weather and the size of background magnetic noise fluctuations. The mean water depth in the survey region (20°S-5"N, 6WE-73"E) is 3.5 km, with depths ranging from sea-level (above the Chagos Bank) to 6 km in the Vema transform fault valley (Fisher, Jantsch & Comer 1982) , giving an average height of 3.8 km above the sea-floor. Magnetic field intensity was recorded continuously on a strip-chart and digitally every 1-2 s. The average low-altitude flight velocity of 490 km hr-' coupled with the 1-2s sampling interval gave observations with an average spacing of -230 m. Because the shortest wavelength of crustal anomalies resolvable at the sea surface is about 3 km (Parker 1974) , anomalies due to crustal and shallow mantle sources are highly oversampled in our raw data. We also monitored time-dependent behaviour of the magnetic field with a stationary magnetometer located on Diego Garcia. The ground-based data (Fig. 4) permitted the assessment of the magnitude of time variations such as the daily variation and sudden impulses associated with geomagnetic storms (Courtillot & Le Moue1 1988; Joselyn & Tsurutani 1990) . The observed time variations were far too slow to affect our analysis of anomalies due to crustal and shallow mantle sources.
Basic reduction of the aeromagnetic data
The magnetic-field intensity observations were merged with navigation positions determined from Omega, which is a long-range marine radio-navigation system maintained by the US Government (see, e.g. Telford et al. 1976) . We also determined locations from two on-board Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers. For the eight flights with overlapping Omega and GPS navigation, we compared 221 699 estimates of locations and found a mean difference of 1.8 f 1.1 km between the Omega and GPS coordinates and a most frequent difference between 1 and 1.25km. Omega navigation was available continuously for all the flights, but GPS could not be used for some flights because of instrument failure. At best, GPS was available only during the middle 6 hr of a flight because there were too few satellites in the sky for reliable navigation during the remaining 18 hr of the day. Thus, we chose to reduce the data using the Omega navigation. When GPS was working reliably, which was about half the flight time, the differences between Omega and GPS navigation suggest that the Omega navigation differs from the true location with a 2-D standard deviation of about 2.0 km, corresponding to a 1-D standard deviation of 1.4 km (see, eqs (12) and (14) of Cox . If errors in GPS navigation were not negligible relative to those in Omega, then the estimated errors of the Omega navigation are smaller than these values.
Preliminary residual magnetic-field intensities were calculated by subtracting the ambient magnetic-field intensities from the observed total field intensities. The ambient magnetic-field intensity was computed from the 1980 International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) projected forward to the time of the flight. During the flights, we occasionally observed impulsive high-frequency (-0.1-1 Hz) noise that apparently was caused by poor grounding of the magnetometer. Much of this noise, which constituted about -1 per cent of the data from all flights, but as much as -2 per cent of the observations from some flights, was removed by hand-editing. The rest of the noise was removed by filtering out high wavenumbers, as is further discussed below. Because its wavelength is SO different from the crustal signal, this type of noise was not hard to identify and remove from the data.
We removed least-squares estimates of means and straight lines, which contain no information about anomalies produced by sea-floor spreading, from all aeromagnetic profiles. Each profile was then interpolated to an even interval using a cubic spline algorithm. Short wavelengths were filtered from all 57 aeromagnetic flight segments. On most (40) aeromagnetic profiles, i.e. those with noise bursts as described above, and on four ship segments (Wilkes 728, Wilkes 821, Charcot I E R and Charcot 2EME), we removed the short wavelengths with a cosine-cubed half taper from unity at 3 km wavelength to zero at 2.25 km wavelength. For the remaining 17 aeromagnetic profiles, wavelengths less than 1 km were filtered with a taper that decreased from unity at 1 km wavelength to zero at 0.75 km wavelength. NO bandpass filtering was applied to the other ship profiles that we analysed.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the effect of the filtering for two profiles collected on 1990 May 4. The profile that crosses the ridge at 1.5"s is the profile most affected by this type of noise and has high-wavenumber, high-amplitude noise along -300-450 km of the profile between anomaly 3 on either side of the ridge (Figs 5a and b) . Filtering of this noisy profile with a short wavelength cut-off (i.e. tapered between 2.25 and 3.0 km) eliminates nearly all this noise; after the profile is phase shifted to the pole, the resultant profile is easily correlated (see uppermost profile in Fig. 8b ). The second profile, which was collected -90 min after the first profile and crosses the ridge -20 km south of it, is typical of our data and exhibits much less high-wavenumber noise. The mean absolute difference between the filtered profile and a profile that has only had the mean and best-fitting straight line removed (Figs 6a and b) is only 1.3 nanoTeslas for the 3333 observations along this track (including along-track observations outside of the track segments shown in Fig. 6(a) ). In contrast, the noisy profile has an average absolute difference of 6.8 nT for the 2599 along-track field measurements.
PLATE MOTION DATA
Spreading rates
Phase shifting
Each magnetic profile, both aeromagnetic and ship-board, was phase shifted to reduce it to the pole (Blakely & COX 1972; Schouten & McCamy 1972) . For simple models of sea-floor magnetization with constant direction of magnetization (except for reversals of polarity) and vertical boundaries between rectangular prisms of sea-floor of opposing polarity, anomaly skewness is determined by the strike of the magnetic lineation, the inclination and declination of the present magnetic field (which we calculate from the IGRF), and the inclination and declination of the remanent magnetization of the sea-floor (which we calculate assuming an axial geocentric dipolar palaeomagnetic field). The Central Indian Ridge and Carlsberg Ridge have a large along-ridge gradient in anomaly skewness (Fig. 7) . Ignoring the direction of travel along a profile, profiles crossing the ridge in the study area span the complete range of possible skewnesses from symmetric (near 25"s) through antisymmetric to inverted (near 3"N) with many asymmetric profiles in between. The large along-ridge gradient in the skewness of any single anomaly within the study area adds a level of.complexity that slows the analysis and increases the chance of correlating anomalies erroneously. To simplify the analysis, we reduced each profile to the pole, i.e. we phase shifted each profile by an angle determined from the effective inclinations of the present field and remanent magnetization (assuming an axial geocentric dipole field) corresponding to the point where the profile crossed the spreading centre. This simple adjustment produced profiles that appear satisfactorily deskewed (Figs 8a-e). The phase-shifted profiles are more easily compared with one another and with a common set of synthetic magnetic anomalies, and contain the same spreading rate information contained in the original data.
Rate determination method
Several more steps are required to estimate the 3.0Myr average spreading rate for each profile that crosses anomaly 2A (3.0Ma) on both sides of the ridge. Each profile was projected onto the ridge-normal direction, which has little effect on most of the aeromagnetic profiles, which are within 5" of the ridge-normal direction. Each profile was compared with synthetic magnetic profiles generated at increments of 1 mm yr-'. For two ridge segments where no single profile gave a spreading rate, multiple profiles were used to estimate the spreading rate. We compiled and correlated all the aeromagnetic and shipboard magnetic profiles on large-scale maps to ensure that our correlations of anomaly 2A for individual profiles are consistent with our correlations of nearby anomalies.
Rate results
Along the Central Indian and Carlsberg ridges, 33 rates were determined solely from our new aeromagnetic profiles; these 33 profiles are shown in Figs 8(a)-(e). Of the 33 new aeromagnetic rates, seven were determined from the closely spaced profiles that crossed the ridge segments flanking the Vema fracture zone at 9"S, and 26 were determined from the long fracture-zone parallel profiles. Twenty-two rates Effect of filtering our noisiest aeromagnetic profile, which crosses the ridge at 1.5"s. (a) The entire profile; (b) the near-ridge portion of the profile. In both parts, the upper profile is the original observed field intensity minus the field computed from the 1980 IGRF projected forward to 1990. (Use of the more recent 1990 IGRF considerably reduces the magnitude of the mean value of the residual anomaly.) The data were further reduced by removing the mean and best-fit straight line, and filtering to remove wavelengths of less than 3 km (middle profile). The lowest profile is the difference between the profile before and after short wavelengths were removed.
were determined from only shipboard data and one rate was determined from a Project Magnet profile. Two additional rates, discussed below, were determined from a combination of aeromagnetic and shipboard data. The spreading rate uncertainties that we assigned depended on several factors, including the strike of the profile relative to the ridge-normal direction and how well the observed anomaly shapes and sequence matched those for the synthetic profiles. Among the 33 rates determined only from our new aeromagnetic data, 22 were assigned standard errors of 1 mm yr-', nine were assigned errors of 2 mm yr-', and two were assigned errors of 3 mm yr-'. In contrast, among the 22 rates determined only from shipboard data, one was assigned an error of 1 mm yr-', three were assigned errors of 2 mm yr-l, 11 were assigned errors of 3mmyr-', six were assigned errors of 4mmyr-', and one was assigned an error of 5mmyr-'. The new aeromagnetic data were assigned smaller errors than the shipboard data for several reasons: (1) the relevant portions of the new aeromagnetic profiles cross fracture zones in few places, which is a problem that plagues the interpretation of many of the shipboard profiles. (2) Because the new profiles are also nearly perpendicular to ridge segments, the error introduced in projecting the profile onto the ridge-normal direction is negligible for the new aeromagnetic profiles, but is substantial for many of the shipboard data. (3) The archived digital data available to us for some of the shipboard profiles, especially older profiles, are sparsely sampled and therefore spreading rates are less easily, and less unambiguously, resolved. (4) The navigation for some of the older shipboard data may be poor, especially for cruises before satellite navigation. An a posteriori analysis of normalized residuals indicated that the much smaller errors that we assign to the aeromagnetic data are in approximately correct proportion to those we assign to the shipboard data.
We compiled and analysed shipboard magnetic profiles to supplement the aeromagnetic data. A search of the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) and Lamont-Doherty Geobase archives provided over 100 cruises that crossed the study area. In several cases we were able to obtain archived data for cruises for which we only had published figures to Figure 6 . Effect of filtering a typical aeromagnetic profile, which crosses the ridge at 1.73. (a) The entire profile; (b) the near-ridge portion of the profile. In both parts, the upper profile is the original observed field intensity minus the field computed from the IGRF. The data were further reduced by removing the mean and best-fit straight line, and filtering to remove wavelengths of less than 3 km (middle profile). The lowest profile is the difference between the profile before and after short wavelengths were removed. The noise removed from this profile is about 10 times smaller than that removed from the noisiest profile (Fig. 5) 1989) . Most revisions are a consequence of our improved knowledge of the locations and orientations of transform faults and ridge segments made possible from the interpretation of classified GEOSAT altimetry data (P. Vogt, unpublished map). All the maps in this paper incorporate the revised ridge-transform geometry interpreted from the classified GEOSAT data. In some locations along the ridge (e.g. at -3.5"N and -OS"S), the ridge-transform geometry is poorly constrained by the GEOSAT data and the sparse bathymetric observations (Fig. 3) . Because our aeromagnetic tracks were designed to avoid crossing the ridge near these locations, their largely unknown ridge-transform geometries have no effect on the results described below.
The most significant changes in estimated rates along the Carlsberg Ridge are the following.
(1) Various rates were changed by 1-3 mm yr-', in most cases because of a revision to our estimate of the strike of the ridge (Table 1) . For example, we now estimate the strike of ridge segments along the western Carlsberg Ridge (59OE-66"E) to be N54"-55"W (P. Vogt, unpublished map), whereas we assumed a strike of N50"W in our prior work.
(2) We omitted the two westernmost rates that we had used before because none of the correlations for these profiles was very convincing.
(3) We omitted rates near 60.2"E from two of the three Vema 19-10 ridge crossings because we now believe that these two profiles cross a fracture zone or non-transform offset before reaching anomaly 2A on both sides of the ridge. (4) We omitted the rate near 61.66"E from the Indomed 04 cruise because the profile crosses a fracture zone south-west of the ridge before reaching anomaly 2A.
(5) We omitted the rate near 62.2"E from Project Magnet profile 506 because it crosses a fracture zone south-west of the ridge before reaching anomaly 2A.
(6) We added one rate from a profile, Conrad 17-07, which had been unavailable to us before.
(7) We omitted the four rates between 1.5"N and 2.9"s along the southernmost Carlsberg Ridge (and northernmost Central Indian Ridge). These anomaly profiles give poorly constrained spreading rates, which were reflected in the very high uncertainties we had assigned to them. These data are now superseded by rates from the new aeromagnetic data.
The average rate and rate gradient along the Carlsberg Ridge from the new shipboard rates are not very different from those of our prior data set.
The most significant changes along the Central Indian Ridge are the following.
(1) We omitted the rate at 12.4"s from Chain 99-5 because it crosses a fracture zone south-west of the ridge before reaching anomaly 2A and may also cross a fracture zone north-east of the ridge.
(2) We omitted the rate at 12.8"s from the Circe 6 cruise because the correlation now seems unconvincing and we now have better data available from the new aeromagnetic profiles.
(3) We changed the rate for the Conrad 14-02 profile (wrongly labelled as Conrad 14-12 in Table 3 of DeMets er al. 1990) from a previous value of 37 * 10mmyrF' to a faster 40 f 5 mm yr-'. Two new aeromagnetic profiles immediately north-west of this previously isolated ship track showed that our earlier correlation of anomaly 2A was incorrect.
(4) We added a rate at 19.6"s determined by projecting three partial shipboard profiles (Circe 07, Conrad 17-06, and Chain 99-5) onto the ridge-normal direction and by correlating the resulting composite profile.
(5) We added a new rate at 22.5"s from a Charcot 2EME profile that was previously unavailable to us.
(6) We omitted the rate at 24.4"s from the Circe 7 cruise (but wrongly labelled 'Indomed-6' in Table 3 of DeMets et af. (1990) because we concur with Mitchell (1991) that the anomaly correlations for this profile are unreliable. Although the anomaly positions north-east of the ridge agree well with those of nearby more recent cruises, the anomaly positions south-west of the spreading axis are systematically offset by -10 km from those interpreted from more recent, presumably better navigated, cruises. This suggests that the Circe 7 profile either crosses a small-offset fracture zone, or that the navigation has a problem that causes apparent stretching along the profile.
(7) Two rates across ridge segments located from 12"s to 15"s were determined from a combination of aeromagnetic and shipboard profiles. (8) Two rates were determined from shipboard data located from 18.5"s to 22"s ( Fig. 9) as follows.
Magnetic profiles from ten cruises, many of which became available after the last published compilation of data from this region (Fisher, Sclater & Mckenzie 1971) , are shown in Fig. 9 . Data from cruises Sagar Kanya 16 and Sagar Kanya 20, which consist of seven NE-trending tracks (Chaubey et al. 1990) , are the main source of new information about anomalies in this area. Our interpretation of the earthquake epicentres, centroid-moment tensor focal mechanisms and locations, magnetic data and bathymetric data in this region (Fig. 10) is consistent with the interpretation of Chaubey et al . (1990) that a previously unrecognized transform fault offsets the ridge at 20.25"s.
Transform fault azimuths
As in our prior papers, we require not only that a transform fault be well surveyed, but also that the transform have an offset of at least 35 km. Many shorter transform faults, notably the Kurchatov transform fault (Searle & Laughton 1977) , have been shown to fail to parallel plate motion.
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Thus, we excluded azimuths from transform faults with ridge offsets less than 35 km. Transforms with longer offsets were generally included if they have been adequately surveyed. In prior papers on plate motion, transform azimuths were estimated subjectively. Herein we use a new procedure for objectively estimating the uncertainties in transform fault azimuths. First, the length of the portion of the transform fault having sonar coverage is determined either from bathymetric charts that show the extent of ship-track coverage, or, when available, from side-scan sonar images. For transform faults that have been mapped in enough detail to locate the transform fault zone (i.e. the zone of active strike-slip faulting within the transform valley) (Fox & Gallo 1986; Searle 1986) , the width of this zone is estimated. If the transform tectonized zone (i.e. the zone in which all strike-slip motion over time has been accommodated), but not the transform fault zone, has been identified and mapped, we estimate the width of the former. Otherwise, the width of the transform valley is estimated. A maximum uncertainty 8 is then estimated by taking the inverse tangent of the width divided by the length having sonar coverage. We assume that the best estimate of the transform-fault azimuth lies within the centre of this maximum uncertainty range. If the transform has an equal probability of assuming any azimuth within its maximum uncertainty range, then the standard error is 8 divided by fi, which is the estimate we use herein. If instead, the probability distribution is more concentrated near the centre of the tectonic domain, then the standard error would be narrower than we assume here.
Because so little of the Carlsberg and Central Indian ridges has been mapped with conventional sonar (i.e. precision depth recorders) or modern surveying systems, we re-examined near-ridge bathymetric, altimetric and magnetic data to determine the locations and (when possible) the strikes of transform faults between the Owen transform fault and the Rodriguez triple junction. From 2"N to 2TS, where we had access either to high-quality magnetic data or to charts determined from classified GEOSAT data, we have identified 21 offsets of the central anomaly or ridge crest that are long enough (i.e. exceeding 35 km) to suggest that they are transform faults. In contrast, the GEBCO bathymetric compilations for the same area (Laughton 1975; Fisher et al. 1982) show only -17 offsets exceeding 35 km. In addition to the 21 offsets that we believe are transform faults offsetting the ridge, the charts based on classified GEOSAT data indicate -10 shorter offsets exceeding -5 km. These may represent overlapping ridge segments or other deviations from axial linearity. Except for two poorly defined offsets near 1"S, these short offsets are located between 20"s and 12"S, and appear t o correspond to short offsets of the' ridge mapped by GLORIA side-scan sonar (Parson et al. 1993) . Locations of ridge-axis normal-faulting earthquakes (e.g. from Huang & Solomon 1987 and centroid-moment tensor solutions) are consistent with our interpretation of the ridge-transform geometry. The charts based on classified GEOSAT data show evidence along the Carlsberg and Central Indian ridges for sea-floor fabric disturbed by propagating rift segments only from 20"s to 123.
Only 7 of the 21 offsets assumed to be transform faults are now well-enough surveyed to be useful for estimating the direction of plate motion ( Table 2 ). The main improvement in the transform-fault azimuths relative to those we used before is the inclusion of azimuths estimated from a recent GLORIA survey of four transform faults: the Argo, the Marie Celeste, and two unnamed transform faults termed 'D4' and 'Bl' (Parson et al. 1993) . Only the Argo transform has sonar coverage along its entire length. GLORIA data along the Argo establish the maximum width of the transform tectonized zone as 5 km, and further indicate a lineament that may be the active strike-slip fault (Parson et al. 1993) . Along RAD D4 (Ridge Axis Discontinuity D4), lineations in the transform-fault zone, which is 3-4 km wide, trend N62"E. We assumed a 4 km width for estimating the azimuthal uncertainty. GLORIA data along the Marie
Celeste transform fault at 17.5"s resolved no narrow zone of recent strike-slip motion; we used the 15km width of the transform valley to estimate the azimuthal uncertainty. GLORIA data cover only the north-eastern 65 km of the 18.5"s 65"E 65.5"E 66"E 66.5"E 67"E 67.5"E 68"E 68.5"E 69"E 69.5"E We conclude this section by estimating the motion between India and Australia.
transform fault, but conventional sonar profiles (Engel & Fisher 1975 ) cross the south-western portion and indicate a trend that agrees well with that estimated from the GLORIA data. GLORIA data along 27 km of the RAD B1 transform fault reveal no zone of active strike-slip motion, but show that the transform valley is narrow (-3 km), which limits the azimuth of slip with a maximum uncertainty of -5".
We estimated the azimuths of three other transform faults, the Owen, Vityaz and Vema transform faults, from bathymetric charts (Laughton, Whitmarsh & Jones 1970; Engel & Fisher 1975; Kanaev 1975; Fisher et al. 1982) while taking into account the data distribution indicated by ship tracks. We supplemented these data withJ magnetic, geoid and bathymetric profiles. Re-examination of bathymetric data led us to egtimate transform-fault strikes for the Vema dnd Vityaz that are 2"-3" counter-clockwise of those we adopted before (DeMets et al. 1988 , which had been simply carried over from the much earlier studies of Chase (1978) and Minster & Jordan (1978) . Offsets of magnetic lineations determined from closely spaced aeromagnetic profiles over the Vema transform fault suggest a trend of N49"-5O0E, in good agreement with that estimated from the bathymetry. The k1.6" standard error estimated for the trend of the Vema transform fault, which has not been surveyed with modern side-scan or swath mapping systems, follows from a conservative 10 km estimate for the width of the transform valley along the 210 km long portion of the transform valley that is well surveyed by conventional sonar (Engel & Fisher 1975) . The strike of the Owen transform fault is difficult to estimate. Its transform valley is wide, and conventional sonar data define no zone of recent strike-slip faulting. Thus the standard error (~t3.7") is large, although the offset of 320km is also large, because the transform could lie anywhere within the unusually wide (34 km) transform valley.
Earthquake slip vectors
Slip vectors for earthquakes that occurred along transform faults were determined from 40 Harvard centroid-moment tensor solutions from 1977 to the end of 1991. Slip vectors were assigned a 15", 20" or 25" standard error, respectively, if seismic moment was greater than or equal to lOZ5dynecm, between loz4 and 102'dynecm, or less than loz4 dyne cm.
ANALYSIS OF T H E P L A T E MOTION D A T A
Herein we first test whether the data along the Carlsberg and Central Indian ridges can be acceptably fit by a model with a single Indo-Australian plate moving away from Africa, and we find that they cannot. Next, using data only along the Carlsberg and Central Indian ridges, we find the best estimate and confidence limits on the location of the intersection of the boundary between India and Australia with the Central Indian or Carlsberg ridge. Following an examination of the motion between India and Arabia, closure of the Africa-Arabia-India and Africa-AntarcticaAustralia plate motion circuits are examined. These closure tests are used to place bounds on the rigidity of the plates.
Is India-Australia motion measurable?
To compare different models, we use the following measure of the goodness-of-fit of a model to the data:
where d y d is the value of the ith datum predicted from a particular plate motion model, dphs is its observed value, and us is the standard error assigned to this observed datum. To determine whether the addition of a plate boundary between India and Australia reduces the misfit significantly, we use an F-ratio test based on the parameter where x2(3) is the value of summed squared normalized misfit for the best-fitting model with only three adjustable parameters (i.e. trying to fit all data along the Central Indian Ridge and Carlsberg Ridge by a single angular velocity), x2 (7) is the value of this same summed misfit for the best-fitting model with seven adjustable parameters (three for the India-Africa angular velocity, three for the Australia-Africa angular velocity, and one for the latitude of the Africa-Australia-India triple junction), and N is the number of data ). We assume that this statistic is approximately F-distributed with 4 versus N -7 degrees of freedom. The value of F determined from observations can be compared with reference values from tables (e.g. Spiegel 1975) or computer subroutines (e.g. Press et al. 1986 ) for various significance levels for F4,N-7. This procedure tests for statistically significant systematic differences between plate motion data north and south of any assumed intersection of the India-Australia plate boundary with the Central Indian or Carlsberg ridges. It can be interpreted as indicating significantly different motion only if systematic errors in the plate motion data can be neglected.
Systematic errors are those that do not decrease as the number of data increase. For example, if our estimated strikes of the Carlsberg Ridge are consistently a few degrees clockwise of the true strike, as is suggested by a recent Seabeam survey crossing the ridge in a few places (W. Pluger, pers. commun. 1994), then rates along the Carlsberg Ridge have a small error that would not decrease with increasing numbers of useful magnetic profiles across the ridge. Another small systematic error in rates is caused by sloping reversal boundaries within the crust and upper mantle and the finite widths of magnetic polarity transition; both cause outward displacement of magnetic anomalies away from the ridge axis (Atwater & Mudie 1973) . Thus all estimates of spreading rates are slightly faster than the true rate, but the size of this small effect is poorly known. A demonstrated systematic error is the bias, which depends on the sense of offset, of 1"-5" in the azimuths of slip-vectors from focal mechanisms of strike-slip earthquakes along transform faults (Argus et al. 1989; DeMets 1993) ; results from azimuths of slip vectors thus have an error that cannot be eliminated merely by increasing the number of data. This systematic error in slip vectors likely causes results we quote based on F-ratio tests to exaggerate significance levels and to give confidence limits that are too narrow. (On the other hand, we think we have probably systematically overestimated errors in spreading rates and this causes results based on chi-square tests to give significance levels that are understated and confidence limits that are too wide.) There are surely other significant systematic errors that we have not considered.
Using plate motion data determined mainly from analysis of magnetic profiles obtained from US national archives, we previously found a value for F of 44 for the best-fitting intersection (between 3"s and 6"S), which indicates that the probability of such an improvement 5n fit occurring by chance is only -2 X ). If instead we had assumed that we had accurately estimated the errors in the data, then a chi-square test, instead of an F-ratio test, would have been appropriate. In that case, we find that the difference in x2 between a model with a single Indo-Australian plate and a model divided at the best-fitting latitude is 19.5 with 4 degrees of freedom, which indicates that the probability of such an improvement in fit occurring by chance is -6 X Thus, differences between plate motion data north and south of -5"s were statistically significantly resolvable from data only along the Central Indian and Carlsberg Ridges, irrespective of data along with other plate boundaries. Repeating this test with the new data, F is 108; the probability of such an improvement in fit occurring by chance is less than If we instead use a chi-square test, we find that the difference in x2 between a model with a single Indo-Australian plate and a model divided at the best-fitting latitude is 65.8 with 4 degrees of freedom, which indicates that the probability of such an improvement in fit occurring by chance is less than -2 X Thus, the plate motion data recording motion between India and Africa unambiguously and systematically differ from those recording motion between Australia and Africa.
To calibrate the strength of our conclusion of distinct Indian and Australian plates, we also applied this test to plate motion data along the Arctic and Mid-Atlantic ridges north of 20"N (Argus et al. 1989) . The North American plate lies to the west of this ridge system, whereas the Eurasian and African plates lie to the east of this ridge system. Using the same method as that applied to the Central Indian Ridge and Carlsberg Ridge plate motion data, we searched for the best location of the Africa-Eurasia boundary along the Mid-Atlantic ridge and tested for its statistical significance.
x2 reaches its lowest value of 10.08 at the Azores triple junction, in good agreement with abundant independent data that restrict the location of this triple junction. The value of F in an F-ratio test for the significance of this additional boundary is 83, less than the value of 108 determined from the test for the significance of separate Indian and Australian plates. Similarly, the value of the difference in x2 is 49.2, less than the value of 65.8 found above. Thus, the evidence for motion between distinct Indian and Australian plates is now comparable to, if not better than, that for another slowly slipping boundary between major plates. In fact, the maximum predicted speed across a (hypothetical) narrow boundary between Australia and India near the Central Indian Ridge (5.0 f 2.2 mm yrf') is about the same (4.6 f 1.4mmyr-') as that between Africa and Eurasia near the Azores triple junction, and probably larger than that (2.8 f 1.2 mm yr-') between the North and South American plates near the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. (These are 95 per cent confidence limits.)
Where is the Africa-Australia-India triple junction?
In this section we seek to answer the following questions: are the plate motion data consistent with rigidity of the Indian, Australian and African plates, and with the boundary between the Indian and Australian plates being narrow where it intersects the Central Indian or Carlsberg Ridge? If so, where do the plate motion data indicate that the boundary between the Indian and Australian plates intersects the Central Indian or Carlsberg Ridge and what are the uncertainties in its location?
Our prior analysis of plate motion data from the Central Indian and Carlsberg Ridge showed that the boundary between the Indian and Australian plates, if narrow, intersects the Central Indian and Carlsberg Ridge somewhere between 4"N and 9"S, with the best estimate of its location being between 3"s and 6"s ).
These large confidence limits were mainly the consequence of the near absence of plate motion data between 4"N and 9"s (Fig. 2b) . We now have 23 new spreading rates from the aeromagnetic data in this data gap (Fig. 2a) .
Here we try to fit the data along the Central Indian and Carlsberg ridges by the simplest possible model having two rigid plates (i.e. the Indian and Australian plates) moving away from the African plate. We assume that the boundary between the two plates is narrow where it intersects the ridge. Thus, each datum is assumed to record motion either between India and Africa or between Australia and Africa. A useful estimate of the most likely location for the intersection of the boundary between the Indian and Australian plates with the Central Indian or Carisberg ridges is the location giving the smallest value of x2, i.e. the smallest summed squared normalized error, when fit to the 105 plate motion data. We successively calculated x2 for all distinct possible hypothetical locations for the intersection of the boundary with the ridge.
When we require all 105 spreading rates and azimuths along the two ridges (Table 1) to be fit by a single angular velocity, x2 equals 80.62. For many hypothetical locations of triple junctions, x2 is much lower (Fig. 11) . The lowest value of x2 is 14.86, which is about seven times smaller than expected if we have estimated the errors correctly. Thus, as in our prior studies, if systematic errors are negligible, then we have overestimated the size of the errors, in this case by an average factor of VTf. The minimum misfit occurs when the boundary between the Indian and Australian plates is assumed to intersect the Vema transform fault nearest its northern end between 8.8"s and 9.0"s (Fig. 11 ). The precise location of this minimum is an artefact of discretizationinstead of specifying its azimuth at the middle of the transform, we could have specified it anywhere along the transform including its southern or northern end. With the available data, the true minimum could be anywhere along the transform or along the ridge segment just north of the transform. Central Indian ridge plate-motion data (Table 1) . Right panel shows variations in x2, the least-squares normalized misfit, for various assumed latitudes of a hypothetical narrow boundary between India and Australia. The middle panel shows the variation in xz from the equator to 103, which is an interval containing the minimum in xz. Vertical dashed line shows the threshold value of x2 above which the fit is significantly worse than the best fit. Left panel shows the corresponding 95 per cent confidence limit of the location of the Africa-Australia-India triple junction if the Australia-India boundary is very narrow. Locations of plate motion data (spreading rate, R; transform faults azimuths, T ; and slip vectors, S) and earthquakes (post-1963, circles; pre-1963, stars) are also shown.
More useful than the location of the minimum are the limits on the possible location of the triple junction. If we assume that systematic errors are negligible and that the errors have been consistently overestimated by the same multiplicative factor, then the confidence limits can be estimated from an F-ratio test. In this case, the increase in x2 away from the minimum becomes statistically significant at the 2.5 per cent significance level when the Vema transform is traversed south-eastward and near the north-western end of the ridge segment just south of the Vityaz transform (i.e. at 6.2"s) as the segment is traversed north-westward. Thus a narrow boundary between India and Australia, if it is indeed narrow, is restricted to intersecting the Central Indian Ridge between 6.2% and 9"S, along one of several ridge and transform segments north of (but possibly including part of) the Vema transform fault and south of the north-western portion of the ridge segment just south of the Vityaz transform fault. In other words, the plate motion data indicate that the Indian plate extends south to at least the Vityaz transform fault and part of the ridge segment just south of it, and possibly as far south as the Vema transform fault; the Australian plate extends north to at least the Vema transform fault, and possibly as far north as the ridge segment just south of the Vityaz transform fault, if the boundary is narrow. These new confidence limits along the ridge are less than one-fourth of the latitudinal limits of 4"N-9"S previously inferred without the new rates from aeromagnetic data ). If we instead assume that our assigned errors are correct, and use a chi-square test, the 95 per cent confidence limits are a larger, but usefully narrow, interval of 3.6"s to 9"s.
Observed spreading rates vary continuously along the ridge (Figs 12 and 13) . However, the gradient in observed rates changes near 8"S, which marks the change that we interpret as the cross-over from Australia-Africa to India-Africa spreading. Although the transform-fault azimuth data are too sparse and inaccurate to resolve the precise location of the cross-over, they nevertheless provide some strong constraints. The standard error in azimuth calculated from the Africa-India best-fitting angular velocity is less than 2" along the entire Central Indian Ridge, yet the calculated value differs from the observed by 7" to 17" for every surveyed transform fault south of the Vityaz, with the difference being significant at the 95 per cent confidence level in every case. This evidence shows that a rigid Indian plate cannot extend along the Central Indian Ridge south of the Vema fracture zone. The converse is false, however. Because the Carlsberg Ridge is near the Australia-Africa pole of rotation, the standard error in azimuth calculated from the Africa-Australia best-fitting angular velocity is large along the western Carlsberg Ridge and the calculated azimuth differs insignificantly from the observed azimuth of the Owen transform fault. The large uncertainty of the azimuth of the Vityaz includes the azimuths calculated from both best-fitting angular velocities.
Further below we return to the subject of the narrowness of the boundary between India and Australia.
Motion between India and Arabia
Gordon & DeMets (1989) found that the present motion between India and Arabia is statistically insignificant if (Table 3 ). Key to curves: India-Africa best fitting angular velocity, short-dashed; India-Africa closure-enforced angular velocity, long-dashed; Australia-Africa closure-enforced angular velocity, thin solid. The f la errors for the values calculated from the best-fitting angular velocities are shaded with different patterns. If India and Australia were part of a single Indo-Australian plate, the Australia-Africa best-fitting angular velocity would fit all the data within the combined uncertainties of the observed and calculated values along the Carlsberg and northern Central Indian ridges. estimated only from vector subtraction of separate India-Africa and Arabia-Africa best-fitting angular velocities. Motion differing significantly from zero was found only after fault azimuths and slip vectors from earthquakes along the Arabia-India boundary were added. The speed found was 2 mm yr-' with a 95 per cent confidence interval exceeding 0 but less than or equal to 7 mm yr-'. Here we re-examine these same questions to investigate how the new aeromagnetic data change these results.
The new aeromagnetic rates are slightly but systematically slower than those predicted from the best-fitting ArabiaAfrica angular velocity of (Fig.  13) . The new India-Africa best-fitting angular velocity, combined with the best-fitting Arabia-Africa angular velocity of , , gives an India-Arabia angular velocity of 14.8"N, 85.8"E, 0.045"/Myr, which predicts motion of 2.1 mm yr-' directed N04"E with 95 per cent confidence limits of &l.Y mmyr-' and &96" at 18"N, 60.2"E along the Owen fracture zone. Therefore we conclude that plate motion data along the Sheba Ridge, Carlsberg Ridge and Central Indian Ridge now show with marginal statistical significance that slow motion occurs between Arabia and India without using directional data along the Arabia-India boundary. This motion is now restricted to being no faster than 4mmyr-'. The consistency of this motion with independent data along the Owen fracture zone is tested below.
Closure tests
A continuing goal of our work has been to test the assumptions of plate rigidity and the narrowness of plate boundaries. Here we use our new aeromagnetic data to strengthen these tests.
Closure of the Africa-Arabia-Zndia plate motion circuit previously applied the test for plate circuit closure to the three-plate Africa-Arabia-India circuit and found a value for F of 2.3 for 2 versus 58 degrees of freedom, which has a probability of being exceeded by chance of 11 per cent. Thus, the prior data are consistent with plate circuit closure. Repeating this test with our new set of 45 data from the Africa-India plate boundary, and with the NUVEL-1 data from the Africa-Arabia and Arabia-India plate boundaries, we find a value for F of 3.4 for 2 versus 78 degrees of freedom, which has a probability of being exceeded by chance of 3.8 per cent. Because there are many three-plate circuits that can be examined on Earth, it seems more appropriate to use a 1 per cent significance level than a 5 per cent significance level when examining plate circuit closure (Gordon et al. 1987) . Thus, at the 1 per cent (but not the 5 per cent) significance level, the plate motion data remain consistent with the joint hypotheses of rigid African, Arabian and Indian plates (as far south as -8"s along the Central Indian Ridge) and with insignificant systematic errors in the plate motion data. If we re-invert the data omitting the azimuths of slip vectors, which are a known source of systematic error, we obtain a value of F of 2.55 with 2 versus 57 degrees of ,freedom, which has a probability of being exceeded by chance of 9 per cent. An alternative approach to examining closure is to use a chi-square test for closure instead of an F-ratio test (Gordon et al. 1987) . The key difference between the two tests is that the chi-square test makes the strong asgumption that the assigned errors are correct, whereas the F-ratio test assumes only that the ratios of the assigned errors along any one plate boundary are correct. The F-ratio is appropriate if, for example, the errors are all overestimated or underestimated by the same constant multiplicative factor. The dispersion of the NUVEL-1 global plate motion data set (see Fig. 9 of DeMets et al. 1990) suggests that this factor varies little between different types of data, although the dispersions in the present analysis suggest that the spreading rates along the Carlsberg Ridge have assigned errors that are too large relative to those assigned to azimuths of transform faults. If we instead assume that our assigned errors are correct, then we have a difference of chi-square of 0.9 with 2 degrees of freedom, which has a probability of being exceeded by chance of 64 per cent, indicating no hint of non-closure. This difference in result between the F-ratio test and chi-square test suggests that the assigned errors in the data from the Africa-Arabia-India plate motion circuit are on average too large.
Along the Carlsberg Ridge, northern Central Indian Ridge (Fig. 14a) , and Sheba Ridge (Fig. 14b) , all data are fit nearly as well by the three-plate model as by the best-fitting angular velocity. Along the Owen fracture zone, azimuths are fit within their uncertainties after closure is enforced (Fig. 14c) . These results can be used to bound how much deformation can be taking place along a closed path on Earth's surface that crosses all three plate boundaries. The bound is incomplete because only azimuth and no rate data are available along the boundary between Arabia and India. Fig. 14(c) compares the direction and uncertainties (standard errors) of Arabia-India motion from the closure-fitting angular velocity (i.e. that determined by summing the Arabia-Africa and Africa-India angular velocities) with that found from the observed azimuths. In this case, the uncertainty in the directly observed azimuth is negligible compared with the uncertainty of the azimuth calculated from the closure-fitting angular velocity, which is *30"-40". For concreteness, we consider the situation at 14.6"N, where the azimuth calculated from the closure-fitting angular velocity differs from that of the best-fitting angular velocity by 31" f 29" at one standard error. Assuming that the errors assigned to the data are realistic, this implies a 95 per cent confidence limit of *58" or a worse possible fit of 89" (=31"+58"). With a slip rate along the Owen fracture zone of 2.1mmyrF1, this places an upper bound of 2 mm yr-' (=2.1 mm yr-' X sin 89") on the component of the summed deformation perpendicular to the Owen fracture zone. That reduced chi-square is much less than one indicates that we have, on average, overestimated errors in the data by a factor of 2.7 if systematic errors are negligible. If we reduce the uncertainties by this factor, which is appropriate only if all the errors are consistently overestimated by the same multiplicative factor, the bounds on the azimuthal misfit become 31"&21" (95 per cent confidence limits), which in turn place bounds on the deformation perpendicular to the Owen fracture zone of 0.4-1.6 mm yr-' (95 per cent confidence limits). 
Closure of the A frica-Antarctica-Australia plate motion circuit
Several observations suggest that non-rigidity within the Australian or African plate (or both) could contribute to plate-circuit non-closure. First, active extension across the East Africa rift system shows that Nubia (West Africa) moves relative to Somalia (East Africa), although the amount of deformation is only about 3mmyr-' at the fastest separation point in the north, near Afar, and must decrease to much less in southern Africa and within the sea-floor south, south-east, and possibly east of Africa (DeMets et al. 1990). Second, although deformation between India and Australia is concentrated in the equatorial deforming zone, the pattern of seismicity has long suggested additional deformation may be concentrated along the southern Ninetyeast Ridge and may connect south-westward with the Southeast Indian Ridge near -75"-80"E (Stein & Okal 1978; Stein & Gordon 1984; Bergman & Solomon 1985) . Such a model would have a hypothetical 'Central Indian Basin' plate west of the Ninetyeast Ridge and a hypothetical 'eastern Australian' east of the Ninetyeast Ridge (see Fig. 17 of DeMets et al.
(1988) for this geometry). Third, the deformation zone between India and Australia may extend south of 8.5"S, where we assume it lies for this analysis. Fourth, the deformation that occurs within a narrow salient of the Australian plate west of the Macquarie ridge complex may bias the azimuthal data located east of -135"E ( (1988) previously applied the test for plate circuit closure to the three-plate Africa-AntarcticaAustralia circuit and found a value for F of 3.1 for 3 versus 231 degrees of freedom, which has a probability of being Rates and azimuths along the southern Central Indian Ridge are shown after subtraction of the rate or azimuth calculated from the best-fitting Africa-Australia angular velocity. Observed spreading rates are shown as squares, transform-fault azimuths as circles, and earthquake slip-vector azimuths as triangles. The rates and azimuths calculated from the Africa-Australia three-plate angular velocity, which is determined from inversion of all data from the Africa-Antarctica-Australia plate motion circuit, are shown by the solid curves. The rates and azimuths calculated from the Africa-Australia closure-fitting angular velocity, which is found by vector addition of the Africa-Antarctica and Antarctica-Australia best-fitting angular velocities, are shown by the dashed curves. The f lr errors for the best-fitting and closure-fitting angular velocities are shaded with different patterns. Error bars show the *lr errors assigned to the rates and transform-fault azimuths. Figure 15(b) . Rates and azimuths along the Southwest Indian Ridge are shown after subtraction of the rate or azimuth calculated from the best-fitting Africa-Antarctica angular velocity. Observed spreading rates are shown as squares, transform-fault azimuths as circles, and earthquake slip-vector azimuths as triangles. The rates and azimuths calculated from the Africa-Antarctica three-plate angular velocity, which is determined from inversion of all data from the Africa-Antarctica-Australia plate motion circuit, are shown by the solid curves. The rates and azimuths calculated from the Africa-Antarctica closure-fitting angular velocity, which is found by vector addition of the Africa-Australia and Australia-Antarctica best-fitting angular velocities, are shown by the dashed curves. The +la errors for the best-fitting and closure-fitting angular velocities are shaded with different patterns. Error bars show the rtlr errors assigned to the rates and transform-fault azimuths.
exceeded by chance of 3 per cent. Thus, the prior data are consistent with plate circuit closure at the 1 per cent significance level even when systematic errors are assumed to be negligible. From non-rigorous numerical experiments, DeMets el al. (1988) concluded that the data could detect intraplate deformation if it exceeded -2 mm yr-'.
Here we repeat that test by combining our new Australia-Africa data with the NUVEL-1 AfricaAntarctica and Australia-Antarctica data. We assume that the Australian plate exists as far north as -8.SoS, which is the best-fitting location for a discrete boundary between India and Australia found above. Figs lS(a)-(c) compare the observations with the rates and azimuths calculated from the best-fitting, three-plate (i.e. closure-enforced), and closure-fitting angular velocity for each plate pair. The distance scales on these three plots are non-uniform; the Central Indian Ridge south of 9"s is several times shorter than either the Southwest Indian Ridge or the Southeast Indian Ridge and its data density is now much higher than on the other two spreading centres. Along the Central Indian Ridge, all data are fit nearly as well by the three-plate model as by the best-fitting angular velocity (Fig.  15a) . Along the Southwest Indian Ridge, transform fault azimuths are fit as well by the three-plate model as by the best-fitting angular velocity, but rates are misfit systematically by 0.2-0.6mmyrf' (Fig. 15b) . Along the Southeast Indian Ridge, transform fault azimuths are fit as well by the three-plate model as by the best-fitting angular velocity, but rates are predicted to be about 1 mm yr-I too slow near the eastern end and 1.6 mm yr-' too fast at the western end of the ridge, i.e. near the Rodriguez triple junction (Fig. 15c) . We find a value for F of 6.5 for 3 versus 249 degrees of freedom, which has a probability of being exceeded by chance of 3 X lop4. Therefore, the data are significantly and systematically misfit at the 0.03 per cent significance level if systematic errors are negligible and all data types have errors consistently overestimated by the same multiplicative factor. If we re-invert the data omitting the azimuths of slip vectors, which are a known source of systematic error, we obtain a value of F of 5.7 with 3 versus 103 degrees of freedom, which has a probability of being exceeded by chance of l.X10-3. The significant misfit implies that systematic errors are non-negligible, or (as seems likely) that the errors of both data types are not overestimated by the same multiplicative factor, or that one or more assumptions of our model-in particular that of plate rigidity-are in error, or some combination of these possibilities. A comparison with F-ratio tests for closure about other three-plate circuits well populated with plate motion data show that the indicated significance level for non-closure is not unusually large. Values of F of 3.7, 8.3 and 7.0 have been found respectively for the plate circuits enclosing the Azores, Bouvet and Galapagos triple junctions . Thus the plate motion data in the AfricaAntarctica-Australia circuit are about as consistent with closure as the data contained in other plate motion circuits.
If we instead assume that the assigned errors are correct and apply a chi-square test for closure, the difference in chi-square is 3.3 with 3 degrees of freedom, which has a probability of 34 per cent of being exceeded by chance. Thus, the misfits are near those expected from the errors we assigned to the data, but are large relative to the dispersion of these data about the values calculated from their respective best-fitting angular velocities.
The values calculated from the closure-fitting angular velocities differ little from those from the best-fitting angular velocities. The differences in rate nowhere exceed 3 mm yr-' (Figs 15a-c) . Differences in azimuths do not exceed 3" (corresponding to a rate of less than 2 mm yr-') along the Central Indian Ridge, 1" (corresponding to a rate of -1 mmyr-I) along the Southeast Indian Ridge, and 8" (corresponding to a rate of -2 mm yr-' along the Southwest Indian Ridge).
Shaded regions on Figs 15(a)-(c) show the *l --D error propagated from the errors in the best-fitting angular velocities and those from the closure-fitting angular velocities. These uncertainties reflect those assigned to the data, and have not been re-scaled to account for the dispersion being much smaller than expected from the assigned uncertainties. Along the two long boundaries (1.e. the Southwest Indian Ridge and the Southeast Indian Ridge), the standard errors on the closure-fitting angular velocities increase considerably with distance from the Rodriguez triple junction. Hence tests of plate circuit closure are strongest nearest the triple junction, where the differences between best-fitting and closure-fitting angular velocities are manifested differently along each plate boundary.
Along the Southwest Indian Ridge, rates calculated from the best-fitting and closure-fitting angular velocities agree well, differing by less than 1 & 2 mmyr-' ( & l a ) ; the azimuths differ by 8 f 8" ( k l u ) . Along the Southeast Indian Ridge, the rates calculated from the best-fitting and closure-fitting angular velocities differ by 2 f 1.5 mm yr-' (flu); the azimuths agree well, differing by 1 i 2 " (&la).
Along the Central Indian Ridge rates calculated from the best-fitting and closure-fitting azimuths differ by 2.1 f lSmmyr-' ( f l u ) at the southern end and by 2.6f 1.6mmyr-' ( f l u ) at the northern end; the azimuths agree well, differing by 1 f 2.4" (+la) at the southe;n end and by 3 f 3.5" ( f l u ) at the northern end. As 95 per cent confidence limits for a 1-D Gaussian distribution are 1.96 times a, none of these differences is significant if the assigned errors are accurate. Of greater importance is the upper limit that this places on the combined effects of systematic errors and intraplate deformation. For example, near the southern end of the Central Indian Ridge, the azimuth difference is 1 f 4.7" and the rate difference is 2.1 f 2.9 mmyr-' (95 per cent confidence level). None of the lower bounds on deformation differs significantly from zero.
An upper bound for the summed deformation around the triple junction was found as follows. Subtraction of the Australia-Africa closure-fitting velocity from the corresponding best-fitting velocity calculated at the triple junction gives a residual velocity of 2.2 mm yr-' toward N79"E ( covariance matrices for the best-and closure-fitting Australia-Africa angular velocities gives 2-D 95 per cent principal semi-axes of 4.8 mm yr-' oriented S54"E and 3.6 mm yr-' oriented N36"E for the residual velocity (Fig.  16 ). This error ellipse includes the origin, as well as points with residual velocities as fast as 6.6 mm yr-' (Fig. 16) If we assume that systematic errors are negligible and that the errors have been systematically overestimated by the same multiplicative factor irrespective of data type and location, then the confidence limits could be rescaled by multiplying them by the value of the square root of reduced chi-square. Here, this effects a division by a factor of 2.3; in the case of the southern Central Indian Ridge this gives 95 per cent confidence limits of 1 *2.0" in azimuth and 2.1 + 1.3 mm yr-' in rate. Rescaling the covariances reduces the upper bound of the summed deformation to 4 mm yr-' and excludes the origin with the slowest velocity enclosed within the confidence ellipse being less than 1 mm yr-' (Fig.  16 ). This result deserves great caution in interpretation because we have treated the errors for transform faults differently on the Central Indian Ridge than on the other two plate boundaries. Moreover, systematic errors in earthquake slip vectors are clearly non-negligible. In any event these results show that this upper bound, which we believe to be smaller than the true upper bound, is larger than the upper bound (-2 mm yr-') that we quoted in prior work (DeMets et al. 1988) . Evidently, our prior non-rigorous analysis gave unrealistically low bounds on the limits on intraplate deformation placed by the plate motion data.
The non-closure of this circuit, if real, is manifested by only a tiny systematic misfit to the Central Indian Ridge data (Fig. 15a) . The enforcement of closure about this circuit thus causes almost no change in the resulting Africa-Australia angular velocity (Table 3) . Because we calculate confidence limits from the errors assigned to the data, and because non-closure is insignificant when these errors are assumed to be correct, the resulting confidence limits are not assigned inconsistently with the non-closure indicated by the F-ratio test, but we cannot exclude a minuscule bias smaller than the difference between rates or azimuths calculated from the best-fitting angular velocity on the one hand and the three-plate angular velocity on the other.
Estimated location of the Africa-Australia-India triple junction when closure is enforced
What is the effect of the enforcement of closure on the best-fitting location and confidence limits of the AfricaAustralia-India triple junction? We used the same search as before, but enforced closure about both the Africa-ArabiaIndia plate motion circuit and about the Afnca-AntarcticaAustralia plate motion circuit using the NUVEL-1 data set along the Africa-Arabia, Arabia-India, Africa-Antarctica and Australia-Antarctica plate boundaries. We found that the distribution of xz values is similar to that derived from data from only the Central Indian and Carlsberg ridges. The 95 per cent confidence limit for the southernmost location of The rotation rate uncertainty 0, is determined from a one-dimensional marginal distribution, whereas the lengths of he principal semi-axes are determined from a two-dimensional marginal distribution. One-sigma error ellipses are specified by the angular lenglhs of the principal semi-axes and by the azimuths < , , of the major axis. Information about complete 3-D e m ellipsoids and covariances is given in Tables 3b and 3c. Solution is derived through inversion of the data in Table 2 supplemented by Australia-Antarctica. AfricaAnmtica, Africa-Arabia, and India-Arabia data given in DeMels et al. (1990) . Abbreviations are as follows: Af, Africa; Ar. Arabii; An, Antarctica; Au, Ausualia; In, India. To recalibrate these angular velocities and their uncertainties so as to incorporate recent revisions to the geomagnetic reversal time scale, multiply W and a , by 0.9562 (DeMets et al. 1994) .
the India-Australia plate boundary remains at the Vema transform fault, but the northern limit is farther south, at -8"S, along the ridge segment immediately north-west of the Vema fracture zone. This narrow confidence interval is less than one-tenth as long as the analogous confidence interval determined by Gordon et af. (1990) .
To determine how closure of the Africa-Arabia-India circuit and of the Africa-Antarctica-Australia circuit each affect the 95 per cent confidence limits, we repeated the search for the location of the Africa-Australia-India triple junction using the subsets of data that correspond to each of these two circuits. Enforcing closure only about the Africa-Arabia-India circuit gives an optimal location for the triple junction identical to that shown in Fig. 11 , but shifts the northernmost 95 per cent confidence limit southwards from 6.2% (Fig. 11) to 7.33. Enforcing closure only about the Africa-Antarctic-Australia circuit also gives the same location for the triple junction, but shifts the northernmost 95 per cent confidence limit even farther south to 8.0"s. Thus, closure constraints from these two independent three-plate circuits each suggest that the 95 per cent confidence limits are narrower than shown in Fig. 11 . Thus, the spreading rates calculated from the closureenforced Australia-Africa angular velocity have small enough uncertainties to exclude the possibility that spreading rates located along the two ridge segments between 6.0"s and 7.5"s record motion between the Australian and African plates. If we instead assume that our assigned errors are correct, and use a chi-square test, the 95 per cent confidence limits span 4.4"S-9"S, only slightly narrower than those when no circuit closures are enforced.
Motion of India and Australia relative to Africa
The analysis of the data presented thus far gives two pairs of angular velocities describing the motion of India relative to Africa and of Australia relative to Africa (Fig. 17 and Table  3 ). The first pair of best-fitting angular velocities, those with poles of rotation 1 and 2 in Fig. 17 , were derived only from the spreading rates and azimuths of plate motion along the Carlsberg and Central Indian ridges. The new best-fitting angular velocities lie within the confidence limits of those that we found before (DeMets et al. Semi-axis length is la, and is determined from a three dimensional marginal distribution. Trend is the azimuth of the ellipse axis in the down-dip direction. Plunge is the angle between the ellipse axis and horizontal plane. See Table 3a for abbreviations. Lengths and onentations of ellipsoid semi-axes are extracted from model covariances (Table 3c) as follows: Cartesian covaxiances are transformed into a north, east, down coordinate system centered on the pole of rotation.
1988; Gordon & DeMets 1989), but now have smaller
Eigenvalues and eigenvectm are then derived from the n,e,d covariances. Eigenvectors specify the orientations (in north, east, and down) of the three perpendicular axes of the e m r ellipsoid. Eigenvalues are the squared lengths of the three semi-axes. Eigenvalues are. converted to estimates of the trivariate standard error for each of the semi-axes by multiplying the length of the semi-axis by three and taking the square mot of the product. To recalibrate the angular lengths of the ellipsoid axes so as to incorporate recent revisions to the geomagnetic reversal time scale, multiply a , by 0.9562 (DeMets et al., 1994). Comparison of India-Africa, Australia-Africa and India-Australia poles of current rotation from this and prior studies. For each plate pair, four poles of rotation are shown. Those labelled ' 1' are the poles of rotation for the old Africa-India and Africa-Australia best-fitting angular velocities, as well as the old Australia-India pole of rotation, which corresponds to the angular velocity obtained from the vector difference between the old best-fitting Africa-India and Africa-Australia angular velocities (Gordon ef a!. 1990). Those labelled '2' are the poles corresponding to, or calculated from, the two new best-fitting angular velocities (Table 2 ). Those labelled '3' are the old five-plate closure-enforced poles of rotation ). Those labelled '4' are the new five-plate closure-enforced poles of rotation (Table 3) . The pole for the Australia-Africa closure-fitting angular velocity is shown with an 'X'; its confidence ellipse is dotted. All error ellipses are 2-D la limits.
confidence limits. The length of the major axes of the India-Africa and Australia-Africa confidence ellipses (Fig.  17 ) mainly reflect the uncertainties in the rate gradient along the India-Africa and Australia-Africa boundaries; for each new best-fitting angular velocity, the major axis of the new confidence ellipse is much shorter than that of the old. Moreover, the minor axis of the India-Africa confidence ellipse is also much narrower than before. This is caused not by new data, but by changes in analysis and interpretation, i.e. by the assignment of the Vityaz transform fault azimuth to the India-Africa instead of the Australia-Africa boundary and by the assignment of a smaller error (~t3.7" instead of *5") to the azimuth of the Owen transform fault.
As might be expected with so many new l a t e data, the uncertainty in rotation rate has also decreased for these best-fitting angular velocities, from k0.11" Myr-' to &0.02" Myr-' for the India-Africa best-fitting angular velocity, and from *0.07" Myr-' to k0.03" Myr-' for the Australia-Africa best-fitting angular velocity (Table 3 ). The second pair of angular velocities, those with poles of rotation 3 and 4 in Fig. 17 , are found by enforcing closure about local three-plate circuits, as described above in the tests for closure. Unsurprisingly, enforcing closure decreases the confidence limits of the angular velocities (Fig. 17) . The new closure-enforced angular velocities are similar to, but have smaller confidence limits than, the closure-enforced angular velocities that we found before (Fig. 17 and Table  3 ). The fit of the closure-enforced India-Africa and Australia-Africa angular velocities to the new spreading rates and azimuths are similar to that of the best-fitting angular velocities (Figs 14a and 15a) . The Australia-Africa and India-Africa best-fitting angular velocities give rates that differ by no more than 0.5 mm yr-' from those from the closure-enforced angular velocities. The largest difference is that azimuths along the India-Africa boundary calculated from the India-Africa closure-enforced angular velocity are 1"-2" counter-clockwise of those from the best-fitting angular velocity (Fig. 14a) .
Motion of Australia relative to India
No observation from the wide plate boundary separating the Indian plate from the Australian plate was used to estimate motion between Australia and India. Instead, each of two estimated Australia-India angular velocities was calculated by subtracting an India-Africa angular velocity from an Australia-Africa angular velocity. In the first case the two best-fitting angular velocities are subtracted and in the second case the two closure-enforced angular velocities are subtracted.
Model inferred from best-fitting angular velocities
The India-Australia angular velocity that was calculated from the two best-fitting angular velocities is located 2.8" NNW of the analogous angular velocity derived from the NUVEL-1 India-Africa and Australia-Africa best-fitting angular velocities (Fig. 17) . The confidence limits of the new pole of rotation are many times smaller than those of the old (Fig. 17) . In particular, the N45"W axis of the error ellipse is one-seventh as long as before. Similarly the uncertainty of the rotation rate of the new angular velocity (&0.048" Myr-' 1 -(+ error) is one-third of the old (k0.154). The new pole of rotation and angular velocity lie within the confidence limits of the old, but the old pole and angular velocity lie outside the confidence limits of the new.
Closure-enforced model
The new closure-enforced India-Australia angular velocity is similar to, and has smaller confidence limits than, the one determined from the best-fitting angular velocities (Fig. 17) . The pole of rotation for the closure-enforced IndiaAustralia angular velocity of Gordon et al. (1990) and that for the 0-10 Ma finite rotation of Royer & Chang (1991) are respectively located -3.5" to the SE and 8.5" to the SSE of the new pole of rotation, which has confidence limits many times smaller than the old (Fig. 18) . Similarly the uncertainty of the rotation rate of the new angular velocity (*0.028" Myr-' 1 -c error) is smaller than that for the old (&0.074"Myr-'). The new pole lies within the 95 per cent (1985) , Wiens (1986) , Petroy & Wiens (1989) and the Harvard CMT catalogues (Table 5 ). Some mechanisms near 70"E have been omitted for simplicity. Deformation across the deforming zone is predicted to sum to the velocity calculated for one plate relative to the other. Fig. 19 shows the velocity of Australia relative to arbitrarily fixed India at some representative locations. The 95 per cent confidence limits are in most cases several times smaller than the predicted velocity (Fig. 19) . For example, a point (8.5"S, 68.3"E) assumed to be on the Australian plate near the Central Indian Ridge moves 5.1 f 2.2 mm yr-' toward S38 f 12"E (95 per cent confidence limits) relative to the Indian plate, indicating a net divergence of Australia from India along a N-S profile near the Central Indian Ridge (cf: Table 4). A point (lloS, 90"E) assumed to be on the Australian plate near the Ninetyeast Ridge moves 9.8 f 2.4 mm yr-I toward N27 f 12"E relative to the Indian plate, indicating net convergence of Australia toward India along a N-S profile through the Ninetyeast Ridge (c$ Table  4 ). The new India-Australia angular velocity unequivocally 
The baseline rate-of-change between 33.9's. 151.2'E (Sydney, Australia) and 22.5". 88.5.E (Calcutta, India) is -12.W.7 mm v-' (a).
All ram are given in millimeters per year for points on the Ausaalian plate relative to poinu on a fixed Indian plate. Positive rates indicate increasing baseline lengths; negative rates indicate decreasing baseline lengths. All uncertaintias are 95% confidence limits.
predicts N-S to NW-SE convergence across the eastern portion of the plate boundary and N-S divergence across the portion of the plate boundary near the Central Indian Ridge. Except for a small region near the edge of the confidence ellipse, the new model also unequivocally predicts a component of N-S divergence across the deforming zone along the edge of the Chagos Bank (Fig.  19) . The new rate of rotation is slower than we found before; thus many predicted rates are slightly slower than we found before. Because the pole of rotation is farther west than before, the new model predicts slower rates of divergence summed across the western portion of the plate boundary and slightly faster convergence summed across the easternmost portion of the plate boundary than was predicted by the old model ( Fig. 19 and Table 4 ; cf: Table 2 of Gordon et al. 1990 ).
DISTRIBUTED DEFORMATION BETWEEN I N D I A A N D AUSTRALIA Introduction
Predicting the motion of the rigid interior of the Australian plate relative to the rigid interior of the Indian plate (Fig.  19 ) is insufficient to predict specific motions within the deforming zone between them (see, e.g. McKenzie & Jackson 1983). Here, we discuss the predictions of the revised model in relation to current knowledge about deformation within the divergent zone near the Central Indian Ridge and within the convergent zone east of -75"E.
Is the boundary between India and Australia narrow or wide near the Central Indian Ridge?
To this point, we have considered only the simplest tectonic and kinematic model for the motion between India and Australia near the Central Indian Ridge, one in which rigid plates are separated by a narrow boundary, i.e. one with a width comparable to a typical oceanic transform fault (0.5-2km: Fox & Gallo 1986; Searle 1986) or spreading centre (where volcanism is concentrated within a zone 1-2km wide but some deformation occurs over a zone 8-60 km wide; Macdonald 1982) . As can be seen from Figs 14 and 15, the plate motion data are well fit by this model and do not require greater complexity. If the plate boundary between India and Australia is in fact wide near the Central Indian Ridge, then the departure from plate rigidity is small enough that the data, in particular the spreading rates, cannot resolve it. Here we examine other observations to test these assumptions further.
A narrow boundary ought to have some bathymetric expression and be marked by seismicity. The velocity across a narrow boundary should be that predicted by the angular velocity. The seismicity observed immediately east of the ridge is not narrow; it is distributed between -4"s and 8"s (Figs 1 and 11) . If the boundary is narrow, our analysis above limits its intersection with the Central Indian Ridge to be no farther south than the Vema transform fault and no farther north than part of the ridge segment just south of the Vityaz transform (or possibly a little farther north if the assumption of consistent overestimation of the errors is inappropriate). If closure is enforced, the boundary can occur no farther north than the ridge segment just north of the Vema transform fault. Available bathymetric and satellite-altimetric data suggest only one set of candidate sea-floor structures that might be the India-Australia plate boundary-the fracture zones on the Indo-Australian side of the Central Indian Ridge, namely the Vema fracture zone, the two fracture zones immediately to the north of the Vema, the Vityaz fracture zone, or the fracture zone immediately north of the Vityaz. We will refer to the first and second fracture zones north of the Vema respectively as the 'Vema-N1' and the 'Vema-N2' fracture zones, and the fracture zone north of the Vityaz as the 'Vityaz-Nl'.
The India-Australia angular velocity determined from the two best-fitting angular velocities predicts velocities of 4.6 f 1.3 mm yr-' toward N38 f SOW, 4.3 f 1.3 mm yrf' toward N33 f 1O"W, 4.0 f 1.2 mm yr-' toward N29 f 12"W, 3.6 f 1.2 mm yr-' toward N19 f 16"W, and 3.4 f 1.1 mm yr-' toward N11 f 19"W (all f l u uncertainties) where the Vema, Vema-N1 and Vema-N2, Vityaz and Vityaz-N1 fracture zones respectively intersect the ridge. The India-Australia closure-enforced angular velocity predicts corresponding velocities of 5.0 f 1.1 mm yr-' toward N36 f 6"W, 4.7 f 1.0 mm yr-l toward N31 f 7"W, 4.4 f 1.0 mm yr-' toward N27 f SOW, 4.0 f 1.0 mm yr-' toward N18 f 1OoW, and 3.8 f 0.9 mm yr-' toward N11 f 11"W (all &la uncertainties). The predicted azimuths of motion can be compared with the corresponding observed fracture-zone azimuths of N45"E, N42"E, N42"E, N43"E and N43"E, which are more than 50" from the predicted azimuths. The large differences between predicted and observed azimuths show that none of these fracture zones could serve as the sole boundary unless the motion across one of them was mainly stretching perpendicular to the strike of the fracture zone.
The few earthquakes along these fracture zones large enough to have estimated mechanisms (Table 6) are dominantly strike slip, however. Between 69" and 70"E, the mechanisms of five earthquakes located close to, but east of, the Central Indian ridge and transform system are available (Fig. 20) . Four of these have strike-slip mechanisms, with two occurring on or near the Vema fracture zone and two occurring near or a few tens of kilometres north-west of the Vityaz fracture zone. Each of these four mechanisms has one nodal plane that could accommodate right-lateral strike slip along the nearby fracture zones (Wiens 1986 ). This azimuth is very different from that predicted if each earthquake occurred along a narrow boundary dividing India from Australia. On the other hand, the other nodal plane of each earthquake, corresponding to left-lateral slip, gives a direction closer to that predicted for India-Australia motion. There is no evidence in the geophysical (Fig. 3) and satellite-altimetric profiles in the region, however, for a north-west-striking feature that might accommodate the prescribed azimuth of left-lateral strike slip. Moreover, the existence of such a hypothetical feature still would not explain how the motion was transferred to the Central Indian ridge and transform system. Therefore, this hypothesis can be rejected both as being inconsistent with the observations and as insufficient to explain the basic constraint. The focal mechanism of the fifth earthquake in the region, which indicates mainly normal faulting but with a component of strike slip, is too far north to be on any narrow boundary between India and Australia.
Therefore, we can exclude the hypothesis that the slip in any of these earthquakes is recording motion across a single narrow boundary. Thus, it seems likely that the motion is accommodated across a deforming zone with multiple faults. This is not completely convincing, however, because the component of predicted stretching perpendicular to the fracture zones is merely -10-12 km over the past 3 Myr. With the sparse bathymetric data available for this region, it is hard to exclude the possibility of this small amount of stretching across one fracture zone.
Perhaps the best guide that we currently have for the near-ridge N-S width of the deforming zone is the N-S extent of seismicity east of the Central Indian Ridge and transform system, but west of the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge. This seismicity seems to be distributed mainly between the Sealark and Vema fracture zones (i.e. about 4"S-8"S; Fig.  20 ), but some earthquakes related to the distributed deformation may occur as far north as 1"s and as far south as -1.5"s (Fig. 18) . The diffuseness of the deformation indicated by the failure of the earthquake epicentres to align on a single feature may be due, at least in part, to uncertainties in the locations of these earthquakes. That the epicentres align well along the south edge of Chagos Bank, along what appears in bathymetric charts to be a linear depression, provides some qualitative evidence, however, that the uncertainties in the locations are small enough to show that seismicity west of the Chagos-Laccadive Ridge but east of the Central Indian Ridge is really diffuse. All it would take to change this interpretation, however, is one large earthquake along a fracture zone with a mechanism indicating a large component of horizontal stretching perpendicular to the fracture zone.
A stronger test of the rigid-plate narrow-boundary hypothesis can probably be made by examining the fit to crossings of older anomalies, including anomalies 5 and 6, building upon Royer & Chang's (1991) analysis of a data set much sparser than is now available.
In contrast to the distributed seismicity west of 70°E, earthquakes between -71"E and 73"E are concentrated along the southern and south-western edge of the Great Chagos Bank, suggesting that deformation there is localized in latitude along a narrower, possibly discrete, zone. This possibility is examined in Fig. 21 , which shows that the observed slip differs significantly from the predicted direction of slip. We infer that either the southern flank of the Chagos Bank is not a single narrow boundary between the Indian and Australian plates or that rotations of blocks within the rift about vertical axes are large enough that the slip vectors fail to parallel the motion of the bounding plates. The directions of slip portray a pattern that is characteristic of most regions of distributed deformation: the slip vectors from the largest earthquakes are more nearly perpendicular to the strike of the deforming zone than they are parallel to the direction of the bounding rigid blocks.
Comparison of predicted motion with deformation observed in the plate boundary zone between Australia and India
Many data not used to obtain our plate motion model record deformation in the wide plate boundary between India and Australia. These data place limits on the sense and orientation of average principal strains in the zone between the assumed-rigid Indian and Australian plates. The simplest predictions made by our model are that east of the pole of rotation the rigid Indian and Australian plates converge, whereas west of the pole of rotation they diverge ( Fig. 18 ) ( c t Gordon et al. 1990). Because the pole lies near our prior pole, the predictions differ only modestly from those made before, but the uncertainties of the predictions are much smaller than before. These predictions remain mainly consistent with the observed deformation as indicated by earthquake focal mechanisms, thrust faults mapped by reflection seismic data, and topographic and geoidal undulations. The western zone can be divided into the two provinces discussed above: the near-ridge province where mainly strike-slip earthquakes occur, and the Chagos rift farther east (Figs 18 and 20) . In the near-ridge province the direction of the maximum principal stretching of the crust in earthquakes is nearly N-S, consistent with predictions. The existence of the one normal-faulting event at -1.5"s suggests that at least some of the deformation involves crustal thinning processes also with a N-S direction of maximum stretching.
Many data imply N-S to NW-SE shortening in the eastern plate boundary. The horizontal projection of the direction of maximum shortening in earthquake focal mechanisms and the horizontal direction perpendicular to topographic lineations, to geoidal lineations, and to the strike of thrust faults is nearly N-S west of the Ninetyeast Ridge but more nearly NW-SE east of Ninetyeast Ridge (Fig. 19) (Bergman & Solomon 1985; Petroy & Wiens 1989; Stein, Cloetingh & Wortel 1989) . The indicated direction of maximum shortening is not inconsistent with the motions predicted from the new angular velocity.
The observations that are unexplained by our model are the two isolated focal mechanisms on the Laccadive Ridge 
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71"E 7 1.5"E Table 6 ); all the earthquakes were normal-faulting events. Solid and open triangles show slip azimuths computed for planes that respectively dip to the north and south. Triangle size increases monotonically with earthquake magnitude, with the largest triangle corresponding to the 1983 November 30, M = 7.6 earthquake, and the remaining earthquakes mainly representing small aftershocks. The direction of motion predicted by the India-Australia closure-enforced angular velocity (Table 3) is shown by a dashed line with its &lc uncertainties stippled; it differs systematically and significantly from the azimuths of earthquake slip. near the equator. The mechanism of the large mainly thrust earthquake was determined from old (1944) data (Table 5) , however, and may be unreliable (Wiens 1986 ); thus we are hesitant to place much weight on it. The other mechanism is from an earthquake that is small (M,, = 7 X dyne cm). It suggests that our model is incomplete in detail, but the deformation it represents is so small that it does not contradict the observations that the deformation west of the pole of rotation is dominated by N-S stretching.
72"E Longitude
Although a few earthquake focal mechanisms show a component of thrust faulting east of -86"E, the dominant mode of deformation is by strike-slip faulting (Fig. 18) . Thus little of the convergence is taken up by thickening of the crust or lithosphere. Therefore shortening must be mainly accommodated by north-eastward transport, accompanied by inevitable rotation of crust and lithosphere; this transport of lithosphere is presumably accommodated by faster subduction at the Sumatra Trench ).
POSSIBLE TESTS A N D FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF RESEARCH
Our model makes testable predictions of the angular velocity of Australia relative to India. These predictions can now be made with severalfold better accuracy than the predictions we made before (i.e. in Gordon et al. 1990) . A direct way to test these predictions would be to estimate the angular velocity of Australia relative to India using space geodesy. With two or more sites on each continent, a very strong test could be made by independently estimating the angular velocity of Australia relative to India. Other tests can be made with fewer observing sites. In a reference frame stationary relative to India, the velocity predicted for Sydney, Australia (33.87"S, 151.22"E), for example, is 33 f 6 mm yr-I toward NO5 f 4"E (95 per cent confidence limits), which could be tested with observations from at least two observing sites on the Indian plate plus a site in Sydney. Similarly, in a reference frame stationary relative to Australia, the velocity predicted for Calcutta, India (22.5"N, 88.5"E), for example, is 16 f 3 mm yrpl toward S61"E f 4" (95 per cent confidence limits), which could be tested with observations from at least two observing sites on the Australian plate plus a site in Calcutta. A strong test can still be made with just one site on each continent. For example, the new angular velocity predicts that the chord connecting Sydney and Calcutta should be shortening at a rate of 12 f 3 mm yrpl (95 per cent confidence limits).
The new tight bounds on the angular velocity describing motion between India and Australia now provide useful constraints on the integral of the velocity gradient across the deforming zones. An important next step should be the proposal of specific models for how motion is accommodated within the deforming zones and tests of the consistency of these models with both the bounds from the angular velocity and with the observed distribution and mechanism of earthquakes in the deforming zone. It seems inappropriate, however, to compare 3 Myr of motion with the total deformation observed in the zone. Such comparisons require accurate estimates of the total rotation between India and Australia. Molnar, Pardo-Cesas & Stock (1988) and Royer & Chang (1991) show that motion between India and Australia can be resolved from magnetic anomaly and fracture zone crossings used to constrain finite reconstructions. In particular, Royer & Chang (1991) show that the pole of total rotation between India and Australia since either 10 Ma or 20 Ma is similar to the 0-3 Ma pole of rotation ), but with very large confidence limits. Their results further indicate that motion began between 10 and 20 Ma (but with marginal statistical significance), before the age inferred from seismic stratigraphy and deep-sea drilling (Cochran 1990 ). Each of our 35 long, fracture-zone parallel, aeromagnetic profiles spans all or nearly all the sequence from the central anomaly to anomaly 6 on both sides of the ridge crest. The next step in our work will be to analyse the crossings of anomalies 5 and 6, to compare past with present motion between India and Australia, to bound the total motion between the two plates, if possible, and to place bounds on when motion started.
The 95 per cent confidence limits on the location of the boundary between India and Australia where it intersects the Central Indian Ridge are small only if we assume that the boundary itself is narrow. If it is wide, as suggested by arguments presented above, there are more adjustable parameters, and these cannot be tightly constrained with available data. Most of the near-but off-ridge earthquakes Bergman and Solomon (1985) Stein (1978) Bagman and Solomon (1985) Wiens and Stein (1984) Wiens and Stein (1984) Bagman and Solomon (1985) Bagman and Solomon (1985) Bergman and Solomon (1985) Bagman and Solomon (1985) Bagman and Solomon (1985) Wiens and Stein (1984) Bergman and Solomon (1985) tt tt tt Petmy and Wiens (1989) are distributed between -4"s and the Vema transform fault at -8.2"s (Fig. 20) . North of the Vema transform fault and south of the Sealark transform fault, which is the interval that seems most likely to be accommodating distributed relative motion between the Indian and Australian plates, our model suggests that the predicted directions of India-Africa motion may differ from those of AustraliaAfrica motion with increasing differences to the south. The uncertainties in calculated direction are too large, however, to demonstrate this for transform faults north of -7"s ( Fig.  22) . (These results are only slightly modified and give slightly smaller uncertainties if we instead use the results from the fiveplate solution enforcing closure about both the Owen and the Rodriguez triple junctions.) Whether the direction of India-Africa motion differs significantly from that of Australia-Africa motion could be more strongly tested by obtaining new data that would more narrowly limit transform-fault azimuths along the Carlsberg Ridge, which would permit more accurate predictions of the direction of India-Africa motion along the Central Indian Ridge. Such improved accuracy could be attained from surveys of transforms north-west of the Sealark transform fault (-4"s).
Moreover, if new data gave a more accurate azimuth of the Vityaz transform, as well as new and accurate azimuths of the two transform faults between the Vema and the Vityaz, then a stronger test could be made of whether these transforms are consistent with India-Africa motion, with Australia-Africa motion, or with neither. Even if a narrow fault zone only 3 k m wide could be identified along the entire length of each of the two transforms south of the Vityaz, however, the smallest conceivable 95 per cent confidence limits that could be determined for their azimuths from simple calculations like those used in Table 2 are k2.2" for the transform near 6.8"s and *2.7" for the transform near 7.6"s. Thus new observations may very well exclude either the direction of India-Africa motion or that of Australia-Africa motion, but are unlikely to be able to discern a direction of motion significantly different from both (i.e. between the two predicted directions of motion) unless the confidence limits on the predicted directions can be further reduced. A final future direction of research is to try to estimate uncertainties that are both more realistic and more consistent with the uncertainties used in finite rotations (e.g. Royer & Chang 1991) . In this paper we believe that the uncertainties of transform-fault azimuths are for the first Wiens and Stein (1984) tt tt tt tt Wiens and Stein (1984) Wiens ( time estimated objectively and realistically, but only along the Carlsberg and Central Indian ridges. The corresponding uncertainties of transform-fault azimuths along the Southwest and Southeast Indian ridges need to be similarly re-evaluated to attain a consistent test for plate-circuit closure. The dispersions of the data indicate that on average the assigned errors are too large for both spreading rates and for azimuths of earthquake slip vectors. Because slip vectors have known systematic errors, it would be wrong to reduce their uncertainties for consistency with their smaller observed dispersion. For spreading rates, however, serious consideration should be given in future work to reducing their uncertainties to values consistent with their observed dispersion.
DISCUSSION A N D CONCLUSIONS
The most important implication of our new results is that the treatment of the deforming zone in the equatorial Indian
Ocean as a wide plate boundary between rigid Indian and Australian plates seems successful. Such a model gives a good fit to a set of plate-motion data that is now populous and of high quality. The plate-motion data, in combination with plate-motion data along other Indian Ocean plate boundaries, show little (if any) significant inconsistency with plate-circuit closure. Moreover, the narrow confidence limits on the new India-Australia pole of rotation give specific predictions of N-S shortening in the eastern portion of the deforming zone and N-S stretching in the western deforming zone, both of which agree with the independent observations. They further predict little deformation in the vicinity of the pole of rotation itself, which agrees with the absence of observed deformation in that region. These results reinforce our prior conclusions that the deforming zone is more usually interpreted as a wide plate boundary than as intraplate deformation. Also important is the considerable narrowing of the quantifiable limits of several aspects of the model. In 
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In-Af---Au-At- addition to the substantial shrinking of the confidence limits on the India-Australia, India-Africa and Australia-Africa angular velocities, the uncertainty in the location of the boundary between the Indian and Australian plates where it intersects the Central Indian or Carlsberg Ridge has been greatly narrowed. This is illustrated by the reduction of the confidence limits on the location of the boundary if it were very narrow: Gordon et af. (1990) were able to restrict it to lie only between 14"s and 5"N if data along the Central Indian Ridge and Carlsberg Ridge were used and between 9"s and 4"N when closure is enforced about the Owen and Rodriguez triple junctions. With our new data, it is now restricted to lie between 6.2"s and 9"s from data only along the Central Indian and Carlsberg ridges and between 8"s and 9"s when closure is enforced about the two triple junctions. (Limits quoted here from both sets of data are valid only if systematic errors in the data are negligible and if all errors were consistently underestimated by the same multiplicative factor.) Thus, if the boundary between India and Australia were narrow where it intersects the Central Indian Ridge, the spreading rates that we determined from our new 'aeromagnetic profiles would show that the Indian plate is spreading away from the African plate, not only along the entire Carlsberg Ridge, but also along the Central Indian Ridge at least as far south as -8"s and possibly as far south as -9"s. Similarly, the Australian plate would be spreading away from the African plate along the Central Indian Ridge at least as far north as -9"s and possibly as far north as -8"s.
The new plate motion data, in combination with the old, are consistent with plate-circuit closure about the Owen triple junction. If the errors assigned to the plate-motion data are accurate, then they are also consistent with closure about the Rodriguez triple junction, and place an upper bound of 7 mm yr-I on combined systematic errors and intraplate deformation near the triple junction. If we assume that systematic errors are negligible and that the errors on all data have been consistently overestimated by the same multiplicative factor, then the data place a lower bound of lmmyr-' and an upper bound of 4mmyr-' for deformation summed about the triple junction.
Although the plate-motion data along the Central Indian and Carlsberg ridges, as well as those along the Southeast Indian, Southwest Indian and Sheba ridges, are not inconsistent with the boundary between India and Australia being narrow where it intersects the Central Indian Ridge, we think it is likely that the boundary is wide because the direction of slip observed or inferred along candidate features is in the wrong direction to accommodate the motion predicted between India and Australia. The best guide to the near-ridge width of the plate boundary separating the Indian from the Australian plate is probably the near-ridge extent of seismicity, which suggests that deformation is concentrated between about 4"s to 8"s.
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